Champions Fall Semester 2019

Season 1

Inner Tube Water Polo

Tube Erculosis : Co-Rec

Rick Fuentes, Rogelio Covarrubias Hernandez, Charles Doubrava, Nicolas Dunn, Mackenzie Gray, Nicolas Ledesma Lubertino, Cristian Molina, Briana Obregon, Tyler Puffer, Deisha Trammell, Blaine Williamson, Mathew Winston

Sand Volleyball

How I Set Your Mother : Co-Rec

Chance Byars, Hope Davis, Christopher Gable, Sadie Swindall, and Micah Yohe

Flag Football

Mike Vick in a box : Open

Adam Thiboldeaux, Colten Birdsong, Blane Homer, Richard Lang, Connor Lowe, Jacob Mullins, William Sadlo, Kyle Salles, William Schmidt, Wyatt Thompson, and Christian Vinciquerra

Dodgeball

Hoosier Daddys : Open

Dylan Cibulski, Colten Birdsong, Hudson Crawford, Joshua Hicks, Benjamin Lee, Matthew Rayburn, and Tyler Upton

Season 2

Outdoor Soccer

Wolveselona : Co-Rec

Nicole Jaramillo, Sean Buckelew, Wyatt Burchett, Tristan Cox, Elena Espinoza, Jonathan Kinsky, Jay McBay, Reinah Norcross, Ethan Pearson, Enstad Sloan, Dorsett Tyler, and Allison Zimmerhanel

Basketball

Ibaka Flocka Flame : Open

Michael Larocca, Brandon Aguilar, Derrick Ford, Koy Howle, Jonathan Martin, Tyler Puffer, Baron Schoenvogel, Shane Stevens, Jori Stewart, and Blaine Williamson
white men CAN jump : Co-Rec
Breidon Johnson, Aaron Batten, Mason Crump, Jordan Davis, Miles Hallberg, Makenzie Hudson, John Landon, Michael Moroz, Kristian Reynolds, Dillan Sievers, Dejanee Smith, and Reagan Tremie

Volleyball

How I Set Your Mother : Co-Rec
Chance Byars, Hope Davis, Maura Elskamp, Christopher Gable, Sadie Swindall, and Micah Yohe
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Season 1

Flag Football

F1RST : Open
Levi Duron, Dominick Calabrese, Hullum Calvin, Tristen De La Fuente, Henry Esparza, River Frasure, Brendan Gough, and Ruiz Jared

Dixie Rect : Co-Rec
Alek Wendler, Samuel Cizek, Dylan Elkowitz, Miles Hallberg, Koy Howle, Breidon Johnson, Ethan Ray, Kayla Roberts, Hunter Saha, and Victoria Tollett

Indoor Soccer

Wolveselona : Co-Rec
Wyatt Burchett, Marlow Collin, Tristan Cox, Elena Espinoza, Gretchen Evans, Jonathan Kinsky, Jay McBay, Reinah Norcross, Ethan Pearson, Steven Subati, Dorsett Tyler, and Allison Zimmerhanel

Ultimate Frisbee

Disk Me Down : Co-Rec
Wyatt Thompson, Andrew Blair, Mikelee Brink, Miles Hallberg, Mason Leboeuf, Connor Lowe, Moyer Perry, William Sadlo, Avery Schieck, James Stansfield, and Tory Templin
Season 2

Virtual 5K

Active Runner
Byrron Rowell

Moderate Runner
Irene Torres

Walker
Noelle Ogdee

E-Sports

SnD You Later : Call of Duty

Matthew Rayburn, Cole Chambers, Dylan Cibulski, Benjamin Lee, and Tyler Upton